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Company Information

Founded: 2017
Domicile: Helsinki, Finland
Business ID: 2837636-8
VAT ID: FI28376368

About TechClass
Mission and Vision

We started TechClass by making our students believe in “Learning Smartly”. We were 
aware of the hardship students have when they are motivated, but they struggle to adapt 
themselves to the material and approaches content providers, universities, or training 
providers offer them. We believed in personalized education and targeting a wide range 

of skills to assure our students will not get lost, and every minute they spend on our 
platform and learning our material counts.

TechClass is highly driven by internal motivation for finding 
continuous improvements in its business. So far, we have provided 

a portfolio of practical, updated, and trending online courses on 
various IT topics, and such courses have made it possible for 

many students to pursue their careers more easily in the IT 
industry. Through hard work, commitment, and successful 

cooperation with our partners, over 40,000 credits have 
been accomplished by our students to this day.

In addition to course content development, we 
continuously improve our online learning tools as the 
backbone and infrastructure of our business to deliver 
our services efficiently to the users. TechClass LMS is 

a powerful, reliable, and modern solution to manage 
different types of educational affairs, from delivering the 

content to students in a personalized learning environment 
to managing and monitoring the courses and enrollments by 

lecturers, tutors, university staff, and even parents.

TechClass is dedicated to pushing the boundaries of online education.

We’ve made it our mission to define the state-of-the-art in online education and personalized learning. 
Research at TechClass is aimed at improving various aspects of our business. We employ the latest 
technologies and scientific findings to develop novel research ideas to improve our online courses and our 
learning platform. To maximize the impact of our research, instead of centralizing research into a separate 
department, our different teams pursue their research both independently and in collaboration with each 
other when necessary.

Our story keeps getting 
more fascinating!
Be part of our future.

Mission
We are dedicated to shedding light 
on different directions that each 
student may choose to release her full 
potential and precisely aim for what 
she is looking for.
We are constantly analyzing the 
industry needs and providing new and 
user-friendly features in our learning 
environment to be able to deliver our 
services in an innovative way to our 
user groups.
We believe people can overcome a 
task in such a perfect way, only if they 
genuinely enjoy what they are doing. 
We are committed to making students 
passionate about what they learn by 
making it fun and pleasant.

Vision
We dream more prominent on an 
international and global scale to make 
high-quality education accessible to 
students from all around the world.
We feel such a great responsibility 
to support our students along the 
journey they start with us to enable 
them to make their dreams happen.
We are committed to constantly 
shifting the direction of our services 
toward our users’ and partners’ 
requirements to fulfill their demands.

+ +

5
Years Experience

+15K
Students

7
Research Papers

93%+
Satisfaction
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Training the
future experts.

“TechClass Digital Academy brings the best of 
education together to make digital transformation 
happen. We’re here to help you develop the skills 
you need for ongoing business transformation 
that accelerates growth, efficiency and sustainable 
competitive edge."

Apply

The process is 
simple. You need to 
have true motivation 
to allocate sufficent 
time to learn what 
would be required in 
the industry you are 
interested in.

Learn

TechClass Digital 
Academy provides 
practical and 
trending material 
and assist you 
throughout the 
whole process of 
learning.

Get Hired

You will gain 
the knowledge, 
confidence, and 
experience you need 
to ace interviews 
and receive offers 
for the roles you are 
passionate about.

TechClass Digital Academy

Teaching you the tools and mindset
to thrive and pursue a career in the industry.

Practical
The main target is to enable students to pursue their careers in the 
industry. Therefore, they need to learn the material in practice.

Zero to Hero
All the subjects need to start from the most fundamental and essential 
topics, and students will be assisted in learning more advanced material. 

Self-paced
The program is entirely online and designed to meet students’ needs 
who prefer distance-learning or want to obtain comprehensive, diverse 
knowledge in certain fields. 

Progressive
Our learning content will get updated regularly, especially once new 
tools and technologies become industry trends. 
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Problems /
Our Solutions

Hard to find trending Online 
courses for your Degree, Open 
University, Summer, or coding 
school students.

We provide high-quality, trending, 
and practical courses, and always 
maintain them with the newest 
trends.

High risk of students not 
registering or completing their 
enrollments.

We only charge completed 
enrollments; therefore, if for any 
reason your students did not 
complete their enrollments, we are 
not going to charge you.

A lot of responsibility with fully 
supporting the students with 
their study material.

Each course has a lecturer and two 
tutors to support all the students 
fully. In addition, we are constantly 
adding community-first support 
features.

Not having a suitable LMS 
to manage, motivate, and 
monitor the students and their 
enrollments.

As part of our service, we also 
provide our advanced Learning 
Management System. According to 
the feedback we receive, we add 
more functionalities to support 
further and manage our students.

No interest in hiring a full-time 
on the payroll lecturer and 
adding the indirect costs and 
responsibilities.

Collaborate with TechClass as 
long as it suits your organization's 
needs. We always like to discuss 
finding ways to add more value 
to our partnership. If we helped 
your success in a project and 
the funds ended, we can pause 
the partnership and wait for the 
following potential collaboration 
possibilities.

Collaboration helps provide 
students, research, and business 
development opportunities that 
no one organization can provide 
alone. 

TechClass collaborates with world-
leading organizations worldwide, 
including academic institutions 
(from research universities to 
open universities and colleges), 
national governments, and 
multinational corporations in 
connection with its educational 
programs and related services.

We are proud to have established 
many strong, longstanding 
partnerships across the globe.

A partnership
to last.
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In TechClass, we would love to support our partners and 
students in solving their problems through innovative solutions. 
We regularly demand two-way communication with 
the partners to further develop the partnership by 
understanding their ever-changing requirements and needs. 
We like to include the partners' priorities in our plans.

Agility is a key to a
successful partnership.

The services we provide

We are committed to 
constantly shifting the 
direction of our services 
toward our students’ 
requirements to fulfill 
their demands and 
increase their satisfaction. 
Therefore, supporting 
the students during their 
studies is one of our most 
important tasks.

TechClass creates content 
that educates, informs, 
and inspires. Offering 
beneficial and practical 
learning material aligned 
with the industries' needs 
will enable students to 
pursue careers and easily 
find jobs. We reguraly 
update the material with 
the latest trends.

TechClass learning 
management system 
(LMS) is a powerful, 
reliable, and modern 
solution to manage all 
your educational affairs. 
It is designed to redefine, 
upskill, and transform 
online education and 
help you deliver beautiful 
learning experiences.

Students
Support

Learning
Material

LMS
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What 
we can 
do for 
you.

Collaborating with
TechClass

Flexible Portfolio

TechClass has an extensive portfolio of programs and 
courses in various categories and an advanced LMS. 
According to the partners' plans, they can select the 
offerings which are suitable for them.

Live Reports

Our partners can monitor and manage their 
students' affairs 24/7. We share insightful analytics 
and statistics also to help our partners with their 
upcoming plannings and missions.

Risk-free

TechClass will only charge the completed 
enrollments; therefore, it is risk-free and based on 
successful mission collaboration. The partners do 
not need to invest beforehand to see the results.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

We guarantee our partners' satisfaction as part of our 
collaboration agreement. Thanks to our confidence 
after many years of innovation and experience in our 
field, we are certain to provide what we promise.

“TechClass is dedicated to pushing the boundaries of online 
education. We are looking for like-minded organizations to 
aim for innovation. Together, we can make great solutions 
for our students."

Farhad Eftekhari
Founder and CEO
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Courses
Portfolio

We constantly add new 
courses to our portfolio!
Check out the updated list.

Content Marketing (5)
Digital Marketing Capstone (Project) (10)
E-Commerce (5)
Email Marketing (5)
Fundamentals of Digital Marketing (5)
Measure and Optimize with Google Analytics (5)
Paid Search Marketing with Google (PPC) (5)
Planning Digital Marketing Strategy (5)
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) (5)
Social Media Marketing (5)
YouTube and Display Advertising (3)

Digital Marketing
11 courses - 60 credits

Introduction to Google Workspace (2) 
Google Admin (5)
Google App Script (5)
Google Calendar (3)
Google Chat (3)
Google Cloud Search (3)
Google Currents (3)
Google Docs (10)
Google Drive (5)
Google Endpoint (3)
Google Forms (3)
Google Gmail (5)
Google Jamboard (3)
Google Keep (3)
Google Meet (3)
Google Sheets (10)
Google Sites (5)
Google Slides (10)
Google Vault (3)
Google Work Insights (3)

Office Productivity
Google Workspace

20 courses - 90 credits

Introduction to Office 365 (2)
Microsoft Bookings (3)
Microsoft Calendar (3)
Microsoft Excel (10)
Microsoft Forms (3)
Microsoft Lists (3)
Microsoft OneDrive (5)
Microsoft OneNote (5)
Microsoft Outlook (5)
Microsoft Planner (3)
Microsoft PowerPoint (10)
Microsoft Project (10)
Microsoft SharePoint (5)
Microsoft Stream (3)
Microsoft Sway (3)
Microsoft Teams (6)
Microsoft To Do (3)
Microsoft Whiteboard (3)
Microsoft Word (10)
Office 365 Administration (5)

Office Productivity
Office 365

20 courses - 100 credits

ASP.NET Core (10)
Basics of Web Development (HTML-CSS-JS) (15)
Bootstrap (5)
Docker (5)
Fundamentals of Cloud Computing Services (5)
Fundamentals of RESTful API Design (5)
GraphQL (5)
Introduction to Microsoft Azure (5)
MongoDB (5)
React.js (15)
Scrum and Agile Methodologies (5)
Software Testing and Quality Assurance (5)
TypeScript (5)
Version Control with Git (5)

Web Development
14 courses - 95 credits

AWS Machine Learning (15)
Azure Machine Learning (15)
Data Science Capstone (Project) (10)
Ethics of AI (4)
Exploratory Data Analysis with Python (10)
Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence (5)
Fundamentals of Deep Learning (5)
Fundamentals of Machine Learning (5)
Introduction to Python for Data Science (8)
Machine Learning with Python (10)
Maths and Stats Essentials for Data Science (5)
Microsoft Power BI (15)
Programming Refresher (5)
PyTorch (8)
Statistical Data Analysis with Python (10)
SQL for Data Science (8)
Tableau (15)
TensorFlow (8)

Data Science
18 courses - 163 credits
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Service
Operation

-4-
Support

 

We support the students 
throughout their 

studies according to the 
deadlines you defined.

-1-
Registration

 

Students enroll to the 
courses and programs 
you selected from our 

portfolio.

-5-
Completing

Students finishing their 
enrollments and receive 

the certificate.

-2-
Invitations

 

Your organization 
delivers the enrollment 

keys to the enrolled 
students.

-6-
Invoicing

We send the invoice 
to your organization 

according to the 
completed credits.

-3-
Enrollment and Start

 

Students enroll on our 
LMS using the received 

enrollment keys.

Supporting
Students

Support Center

Discussions

The Support Center is the centralized support 
environment of the TechClass platform. It enables 
users to send and receive support tickets about the 
Platform, organizational-related, and course issues.

While a student is on the course sections, if there 
were any questions or issues regarding the section 
content, the student can start a Discussion. Later, the 
lecturer can reply to the post.

Q&A

Peer Review

Students may ask their questions in the Q&A section 
and wait for the lecturers, tutors, and even classmates 
to reply and provide answers to them. It is also a great 
place to explore and learn more about the subjects.

After each assignment submission, students will 
receive many peer reviews from other classmates. 
For each peer review, the students select between 
two submission and provide their feedback.
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Program/Course
Certificate

Upon completing each program/course, you will receive the certification from 
TechClass.
 This certificate will testify to your skills as an expert.

19 18

* The presented certificate is a sample of a TechClass certificate.

Students
Testimonials

Anna Kurmaeva
Laurea UAS

The platform is flexibile and 
allows to do assignments at my 
own pace. The information is 
very well structured and leads a 
student from the easiest tasks to 
more complex ones. 

Elina Sumén
Metropolia UAS

The courses are easy to follow 
and covered a good amount 
of knowledge. I found the 
assignments very useful; it was 
great to use the knowledge in 
practice right away.

Vladimir Miskovic
Laurea UAS

TechClass is an intuitive, 
convenient and efficient online 
platform. It makes online learning 
easier and faster, especially when 
it comes to AI and programming.

Csépke Csilla
Metropolia UAS

The courses were awesome. 
At the moment, I am studying 
software development in 
aiukuisopisto, and I think 
TechClass courses helped me a 
lot to get the study place. 

To read more, go to: techclass.com/blogs/students-stories



Personalized Learning
The platform adjusts itself to the user requirements.

TechClass
LMS

TechClass LMS is a powerful, reliable, and modern solution to manage 
all educational affairs. It is designed to redefine, upskill, and transform 
online education and help us to deliver beautiful learning experiences.

TechClass community-focused learning environment empowers 
lecturers and organizations to get genuinely connected to their 
students. It acts as a smart assistant by allowing lecturers to avoid 
time-consuming tasks and focus on providing higher-quality material. 
Each student in TechClass LMS will have a well-designed curriculum 
and lots of customized recommendations regarding courses, course 
bundles, and programs.

Simple
An ultimate solution but in the most user-friendly way.

Community-first
Focusing on the power of community and group learning.

Anywhere, anytime
Light and responsive for a device connected to the internet.

Finally,
an LMS
to Love!

:)

Portals

The platform supports various types of 
portals as the user groups of the system. 
Each has its features, functionalities, 
relations, and management levels. We 
constantly improve the experience 
of the portals by receiving valuable 
feedback from our users, especially the 
organization's needs. We are aiming to 
make the lives of the end-users easier 
and increase their productivity.

List of Portals:

 - Student Portal

- Lecturer Portal

- Tutor Portal

- Staff Portal

- Partner Portal

- Admin Portal
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Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, Finland’s largest 
university of applied sciences, educates future professionals 
in the fields of Business, Culture, Health Care and Social 
Services, and Technology. Metropolia is a community of 16,200 
students and more than 1,000 experts. TechClass started its 
collaboration with Metropolia UAS in 2015. TechClass offered 
various courses and programs through the Metropolia UAS 
Degree Programme, Open University Programme, Summer 
Studies, 3AMK Programme, and AMKoodari program. 
Metropolia's students completed nearly 4000 enrollments 
values about 32000 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System) through such partnerships.

Metropolia University of
Applied Sciences

We are committed to investing in building connections with 
national and international organizations, strengthening 
our relationships with partners, and working towards our 
shared goals.

Educational Organizations 
Partners Stories

Laurea UAS comprises approximately 7,800 students, 600 staff 
members, and more than 30 000 Laurea alumni. TechClass 
started its collaboration with Laurea UAS in 2019. TechClass 
offered various courses through the Laurea UAS AMKoodari 
program. Laura's students completed nearly 400 enrollments 
values about 2000 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System) through such partnerships.

Laurea University of
Applied Sciences
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TechClass has a long history of collaborating with Microsoft. 
The partnership started when TechClass joined Microsoft 
Bizspark Program in 2017. TechClass provides a vast 
collection of programs and courses around the Microsoft 
ecosystem. In 2019 TechClass joined Microsoft for Startups 
Program, and since then,  the partnership has gotten larger. 
Microsoft provides all the cloud infrastructures to TechClass 
through Microsoft Azure Cloud Services.

Microsoft

Tableau products are transforming the way people use data to 
solve problems. Tableau makes analyzing data fast and easy, 
beautiful, and useful. It’s software for anyone and everyone. 
TechClass offers a wide variety of learning material for data 
science students to equip themselves with such practical and 
trending knowledge.

tableau

TechClass Technology Partners may offer applications, 
devices, hardware, and services complementary to the 
TechClass services. TechClass Technology Partners 
leverage the TechClass brand and TechClass’ global 
market channel and benefit from a wide range of marketing 
resources and activities. Such partnerships also enable 
TechClass to provide industry-focused learning material 
aligned with industry trends.

Technology Partners
Stories
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TechClass Channel
Partner Program

TechClass Technology 
Partner Program

TechClass Research
Partner Program

TechClass Startup  
Partner Program

TechClass Referral
Partner Program

TechClass Student 
Ambassador Program

To read more, please visit: techclass.com/pages/partnership-programs

Send us an email to the following email 
address, and we will continue from there.

partnership@techclass.com

Send an Email

You can already book an online meeting 
using the following calendly link.

calendly.com/tech-class/partnership

Book a Meeting

How to
Begin?

Invent future.

Start _ 
now.

Other
Partnership Programs

“We believe the best solutions are born from collaboration."
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Find out more:
www.techclass.com


